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downloading. When you open the download link, first thing you have to do is to Extract it. Once extracted, you will get a folder
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DragonBox.bin. Install this on your mobile by opening the.bin file using a file manager app on your phone. Once installed, this
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comment below or contact us on our Facebook page. Changelog v1.65 : Firmware V1.65 Added Backup and Restore option to
the Homescreen. Fixed the bug SPD working in 1.60 and 1.61 Firmwares. Resolved the issue of issues of SPX6610_6620 does

not work properly with the Android OS 4.4. Updated the GpgDragon Dragon box Firmware 1.64. Improved the output of
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New Release Firmware 1.65 Description of Firmware 1.65 It's a new version of firmware v1.65 New Features, Removed Bugs,
Minor Adjusting Download Tool and Instructions Release Date : 2016-09-14 Can you share GPG firmware box i have just
purchased to update box firmware? GPGdragon Firmware 1.65 released, with fixed bug and new feature. Why you can't update
dragon box firmware? Used the new Dragon Box Firmware 1.65, but what the hell? No matter which way I plug them in, no
matter the power source, whatever, SPD is not detected, RX/TX works fine. Any ideas or help? My box is not working. I have
updated the box firmware to 1.61. There are some new updates, but the box is not working. Can you help me? I have used
"XPPSP_FIRMWARE_1.61" and "XPPSP_FIRMWARE_1.65" to install the firmware, but it does not work. Please help me
install the box with the firmware. Firmware 1.65 was released on September 14, 2016. Is it a free update or do you need to buy
a new box? Does the console come with an update tool? Firmware 1.65 has been released on sept 14, 2016. There is a new
firmware update available for download. Which game mode is the worst for the uG-01? The firmware has been released again,
1.65. Updating to this firmware now requires you to have a valid serial code . GPG Dragon Firmware 1.65 has just Released
Dragon Box Firmware 1.65 New Release Firmware 1.65 Description of Firmware 1.65 Release Date : 2016-09-14 It's a new
version of firmware v1.65 New Features, Removed Bugs, Minor Adjusting Download Tool and Instructions Why did the
firmware release stop? Which modes are the best for my uG-01? (3 mods) What if i had the firmware with mode 5 or 7? I have
a uG-01 and i was wondering what would be the best mode. Cpu mode, and when Is it possible to install the firmware to a
memory stick? Which games are the best for the uG-01? Which firmware update tool are you using f678ea9f9e
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